
TECHNOLOGY IN ACTION

Filling up with a Techron fuel is always an upgrade, because our research
and development never stops. At the Richmond Technology Center, our

team of chemists and engineers test and retest Techron's effectiveness
in all kinds of engine and vehicle conditions–to bring you results that are

far from standard.

UPGRADE YOUR DRIVING EXPERIENCE

When Techron goes to work on your engine, your car warms up, drives and
accelerates more efficiently. It's an easy upgrade that's easy to find.

FIND A CHEVRON STATION FIND A TEXACO STATION

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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A port-fuel-injection engine
valve after 10,000 miles with

and without Techron.

POWERFUL TECHNOLOGY AT
WORK

Maximizing engine power starts at a molecular
level. Now Techron's proven formula has even more
cleaning power to clean up the harmful deposits
left by low quality gasoline. And cleaning up
deposits restores lost gas mileage.

THE ENGINE BUILD
To put Techron's technology to the test in real

engines, we build our own. How clean can it
get? We take everything apart again to

find out.
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THE INSIDE LOOK
Our boroscope test gives our engineers an
inside look at where deposits build up–and
how gasolines with Techron clean them up.
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THE FLIP TEST
Techron's unique chemistry is designed to

flow more freely than other additives. Watch
Techron on the right and a competitive

additive on the left.
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THE CAR TREADMILL
We never stop putting gasolines to the test.

Our car treadmills can run 24 hours a day,
racking up as much as 10K miles in about

2 weeks.
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THE VALVE WEIGH-IN
Valves from test engines wind up on a scale in

our rating room, where technicians track
deposits left by low-quality fuels vs. gasolines

with Techron.
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"Molecule by molecule, Techron works to attach to
and remove deposits left by low quality gasolines."

Peter Fuentes-Afflick
Senior Fuels Engineer

Why should I choose gasolines with Techron over lower quality fuels?

How are gasolines with Techron different from other gasolines?

Is gasoline with Techron just a more diluted version of Techron Concentrate Plus?

Do I need to add a bottle of deposit control additive such as Techron Concentrate Plus to the
gasoline in my fuel tank?

I care for the environment. Does Techron impact my car's emissions?

My car is knocking and pinging. What is causing this? Can Techron help?

TECHRON CONCENTRATE
One bottle can help restore your car to its

original performance, or better.

TECHRONCLEAN.COM

Without Techron

With Techron

Discover a comprehensive collection of oils, fluids, lubricants on our website.

https://www.carid.com/techron/
https://www.carid.com/oils-fluids-lubricants.html



